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All-Faiths
Chapel Drive
Over $200M
According to Reverend W.
Van Johnson, Dean of the
Chapel at PV A&M, the
AU-Faiths Chapel Fund Drive
has now passed the $200,000
mark. Pictured at left are
Reverend Johnson, Dean of
Chapel, Prairie View A&M
University, and Dr. John B
Coleman, a member of the
Board of Regents, A&M
University System and co·
chairman of the Big Gifts
Committee presenting Mr.
John R. Blocker the Distinguished Service Award for his
support of $10,000.00 in the
All Faiths Chapel Drive at
Prairie View A&M Univer•
sity.

UNIVERSITY GIFT - PV A&M President Alvin I.
Thomas accepts a $20,000 engineering grant from Edward W.
Johnson, experienced coordinator for Management Resources
Division of the E. I. Du Pont De Nemours and Company, Inc.
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Honors Week Set,March 23-28
The Annual observance of
Honors Week has been
scheduled for March 23-28.
Dr. A. I. Thomas, President,
made the announcement and
called on all staff members and
students to participate fully
in this important project.
Honors Week is held to
focus the entire student body

and faculty on the joys and
pleasures of scholastic and
academic achievement.
The Academic Convocation
will be held on Thursday,
March 27. The speaker for the
occasion is Rear Admiral Paul
C. Gibbons. The convocation
is a colorful event which

features Honor students
marching in the academic
procession and members of the
faculty dressed in academic
attire.
President Thomas' Annual
Spring Banquet for Honor
students is scheduled at 6:30
p.m. in the Ballroom.

'

Athletic Changes Announced
Dr. Alvin I. Thomas,
president of Prairie View A&M

Dr. Leroy Moore
Named Athletic Director

Ken Houston
To Serve as Spec:ial Assistant

University, announced last
week the appointment of

Hoover Wright
To Concentrate on Track

Cornelius Cooper
Bead Football Coach

Cornelius Cooper as interim
head football coach and Kenny
Houston, professional football
player with the Washington
Redskins, as special assistant.
"We wanted to get some top
notch people yet not waste
valuable recruiting time;• Dr.
Thomas said in explaining the
new setup at Prairie View.
"We are expecially pleased
that we were able to get
someone with Ken Houston's
credentials to work with
rebuilding our football program. He will work with our
football program through the
spring training until he has to
report to camp and we are
hopeful that when he decides
to end his pro career he will
join our football staff in some
role:• Dr. Thomas added.
"Ken Houston brings a
wealth of football experience
and an air of success that we
need at Prairie View:• Dr.
Thomas said.
Houston will work very
closely with Cooper during
recruiting, hiring of staff,
spring practice and reorganization of the football program
under Dr. Leroy Moore, newly
appointed athletic director,
Dr. Thomas said.
"This will be just a part of
our reorganization of the
athletic department as we
move into NCAA Division I
See ATHLETIC, Page 11

Rear Admiral Paul C. Gibbons
Convocation Speaker

Annual Finer
Womanhood Week
Program Set
The Zeta Phi Beta Sorority
will sponsor its annual Finer
Womanhood Week observance
on March 23-29.
Dr. Charles T. Edwards,
secretary of Gulf Coast
Region, Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity, Inc. will be the
principal speaker for the
Sunday program beginning at
3:00 p.m. in the Administration Auditorium. Service
recognition's for Waller County citizens are also scheduled.
The week's activities include
Monday's Love You Royal
Blue Day; the Omega Gamma
Honors Tea on Tuesday;
Epsilon Lambda Zeta Community Outreach Services Symposium set for Wednesday;
Thursday Omega Gamma Blue
and White Ball; Friday's
Epsilon Lambda Buffet Dinner
Dance; and "Phi Day" for
Zetas and Sigmas on Saturday.

A long range development rights, accountability, nsmg
plan, projecting Prairie View inflation, reducing expendiA&M University through 1987, tures, and relevant curricuhas been completed and lums.
presented to the prestigious
"The university will also
Southern Association of Sec- need to design, develop and
ondary Schools and Colleges implement new technological
this week as the group makes delivery systems that deal with
its periodic reaffirmation visit. extending post-secondary eduThere are 21 volumes in all, cational opportunities to
taking in all the colleges such adults of all ages.
as agriculture, education,
Dr. Thomas continued:
nursing, home economics, etc.,
''These new directions in
and other departments such as
fiscal aff*s• University Rela- higher education will require
tions and Philanthropic Devel- Prairie View A&M University
to do more careful planning
opment, and several others.
"It probably represents one and coordination than were
of the most significant events needed during the past
in the history of a great decades:•
institution:• says Dr. Alvin I.
Recently, the Southern
Thomas, president of the Association of Secondary
university.
Schools and Colleges emActually, the program is barked on a unique and
three-phase, with Phase Three innovative approach to reaffir.
acting as a catalyst in mation visits; namely the
launching dynamic and mean- non-traditional self-study.
ingful drive for acceptance of
"With great eagerness,
the goals for the University Prairie View A&M University
Board of Regents, by the Texas applied to the SASSC for
Coordinating Board, by the approval to do a non-traditionTexas Legislature, by the lay al self-study and the request
public, by the alumni, by was granted:• Dr. Thomas
business, government, indus- explained.
try, and by other constituents.
That's what has been done
Dr. Thomas explained that during the past several months
Prairie View A&M will be as the 21 volumes were
faced in the coming years with spawned by the various
such complexities as civil department heads, deans, etc.

Mosby is Epsilon Pi
Tau Banquet Speaker
Mr. James Mosby of Austin,
Texas will be the speaker at the
Epsilon Pi Tau Banquet March
22.
Mr. Mosby is a graduate of
Anderson High School in
Austin, Texas. He has received
bachelors degrees from Tuskegee and Huston-Tillotson
Colleges. He earned his
masters degree from Wayne
University in Detroit in 1948.
He has done graduate study at
the University of Texas. He
has worked and studied at the
world famous Henry Ford
Trade School, Fisher Body
Craftsman School and the
renouned Chrysler Apprentice
School.
Mr. Mobsy began his
teaching career in the Austin
Public Schools, where he
served as a teacher for 31 years
and principal of the Anderson

Evening Adult School for 10
years. He also served as a
teacher for 31 years and
See EPSILON, Page 2

James E. Mosby
Former Staff Member
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Symphonic Band

PV Biology Students
,,,,,..,,,.Cont:t,rt
Win Awards
In Part Arthw

The Prairie View A&M
University Symphonic Band
diracted by Dr. Lucius R.
Wyatt presented a concert at
the Lincoln High School in
Port Arthur, Tex. on February
21st. On this occasion the
Symphonic Band performed
before an audience of more
than 3,000 persons. The
concert was presented as part
of a series of programs
highlighting the achievements
of Black Americans.
Musical selections performed by the Symphonic Band

GIFT FROM DOW - Bob Lincoln, Collep Relation,, left, and Dick Han11en, D11111qer of
Technical Recruitiq and College Relations, center, pre11ent a grants cheek to Prairie View A&M
University Prellldent Alvin I. Thom&11, dpt, from Dow Chemical, USA.

NationalForeign Language Week- M•cb 24-29
THEME: "Learn Another Language - Know Another World"
The Foreign Language
Department is planning several
activities to celebrate National
Foreign Language Week.
There will be the induction of
new members into Alpha Mu

Gamma, National Collegiate
Foreign Language Honor
Society on March 24th at 6:00
p.m. The induction will be
followed by a banquet in
Alumni Hall. Dr. Paul

Schwarz Inc.
COMPLETE DEPARTMENT STORE
and

FURNITURE STORE

Tel. 826-2466
P. 0. Box 535
Hempstead, Texas

Thompson, former faculty
member of the PV Foreign
Language Department, will be
the keynote speaker at the
banquet. Dr. Thompson is at
present a Professor of French
at Virginia State University.
The banquet is open to the
public at $5.75 per person.
Other activities open to the
public will include seminars on
Monday, March 24th at 11:30
and 1 : 30 and on Tuesday,
March 25th at 9:00 and 12:00
noon. All seminars will be in
classrooms on the second floor
of the Education Building. Dr.
Thompson will conduct the
seminars and they will be
centered around the theme for
this year: "Learn Another
Language Know Another
World'.'

Honorary Alpha
Mu Gamma
Meml,er Named
Mrs. Gwendolyn B. Jones
has been selected as an
Honorary Member of Zeta Xi.
Chapter of Alpba Mu Gamma,
National Collegiate Foreign
Language Honor Society. Mrs.
Jones was selected because of
her keen interest in peoples and
cultures as exhibited by her
foreign language studies,
extensive travels and service to
humanity. Mrs. Jones and her
husband have travelled extensively throughout the United
States and many countries
abroad. Mrs. Jones, a devout
catholic, continuously helps
her fellow man through her
church and personal works.
Mrs. Jones highly exemplifies
the motto of Alpha Mu
Gamma "Enlightment,
Friendship and Sympathetic
Understanding of other Peoples'.'
Mrs. Jones, her husband
and family members reside in
the Prairie View Community.
Mrs. Jones is a retired teacher.
She taught in the Prairie View
area prior to her retirement.
Mr. and Mrs. Jones are the
parents of three daughters, one
son and the grandparents of
several grandchildren.

Beta Beta Beta Biological
Society, a national honorary
for biology students, gav its'
most prestigious award for
chapter excellence to Sigma
Chi Chapter at Prairie View
A&M University.
The Lloyd M. Bertholf
Award for Chapter Effectiveness was established in 1961 to
encourage Tri-Beta chapters in
their programs, to support
sound scholarship, disseminate
scienti fie knowledge, and
promote research in biology.
The Bertholf Award is a large
mahogany plaque presented
annually by a national officer
of the Society to the winner for
its programs of the past
academic year. This year the
plaque will be presented to
Sigma Chi chapter by Dr. E.
Fred Klaus of East Texas State
University, District Director of
the Southcentral Region,
District 2 and Vice-President
of the Society, at the District
Convention to be held at the
Oklahoma Biological Station,
Lake Texoma on April 13,
1980.
Sigma Chi is the only
chapter of the nearly 300 which
make up Beta Beta Beta, to
earn this award more than
once. 1978-79 marks the 3rd
time the members have won,
the other years being 1976-77
and a tie in 1972-73. In
addition the chapter was

were "Lift Every Voice and
Sing;• "Deep River" which
featured Robert Washington
as trumpet soloist, March
"Cyrus the Great:• "The
Flying Dutchman Overture:•
and "The Greatest Love of
All'. '
A clinic session devoted to
reading band music followed
the concert with musicians in
the combined bands of Prairie
View's Symphonic Band and
the Lincoln High School Band.
The concert was organized
in support of the recruitment
and public relations programs
of Prairie View A&M
University.

PV Engineering Design

WalerCounwCommissione~

named an Outstanding Chapter in 1977-78.
Dr. Bertholf, President
Emeritus of Illinois Wesleyan
University and 3rd President
of Beta Beta Beta, wrote of the
award in 1978. " I began to
wonder if an award for good
chapter operation might not
stimulate more chapters really
to take seriously their total
obligations (privileges): local,
regional and national!' Accordingly, in 1961, Dr.
Bertholf endowed the A ward
for Chapter Excellence which
bears his name. In 1962
Honorable Mention places
were added to the award and in
1978 the Society also began to
designate unranked Outstanding Chapters.
~

San Diego Gas & Electric is
looking for engineers who
can cope with our sunny
San Diego climate and are
interested in our
Engineering Development
Program. Rotational
opportunities in design,
construction and other
engineering functions.
Assignments will acquaint
you with that section's gCXJls,
its people, job
responsibilities and
Company's overall gCXJls.
Good salary, opportunities.
fringe benefits, and San
Diego sun. For more
informahon and recruiting
dates, contact your
Placement Office.
San Diego Gas & Electric
Company
P.O. Box 1831
San Diego, CA 92112
An Afhrmalive Action and Equal
Opportunity Employer

~

Epsilon Pi Tau

INTERVIEWS ON CAMPOS
March 20th and 21st
Is there power in your future? Maybe your future is in power. The dynamic M-K
Power Group is committed to the future, with career opportunities in all fields
of power generation engineering, design, and construction: fossil. nuclear,
geothermal and other advanced technolo•
gies. And pollution abatement systems, too.
Because the future's what it's all about.
If you think it's your future too, see your
Placement Director and arrange an interview.
If you have addihonal questions, call toll free
We'll be glad to discuss the future with you.
Gary S Hunl

Personnel Manager,
Power Group CBG 0570
Two Morrison-Knudsen Plaza
Boise, Idaho 83729
OR CALL TOLL FREE 800-635-5000

An equal opporrumty employer (M F H)

M-K POWER M-K POWER M-K POWER M-K POWER

Mr. Mosby is a recipient of
many state-wide honors and
awards.
Mr. Mosby is presently a
member of the Holy Cross
Church; Chairperson-Director, Austin Diocesan Credit
Union, Board Member, Austin
Diocesan Board of Education;
Treasurer, Holy Cross St.
Vincent de Paul Conference;
secretary, St. V. de Paul
Particular Council; financial
secretary, Knights of Columbus; John F. Kennedy Council
#5505; and president, Austin
Diocesan Board for Project
Adopt.
Mr. Mosby is married and
the proud father of eight
children. All eight children are
graduates of Prairie View
A&M University, and seven of
them have master's degree
from this institution.

Seek Funds For Energy Project
By Jack Weeks

Rita Kou

Sophomore of
The Month
Rita Ross has been selected
the Sophomore of the Month
because of her genuine sincere
personality and her aptitude as
a very competent student. Rita
is a native of Houston, Texas;
where she was a graduate of S.
P. Waltrip Sr. High in 1978.
She is a Pre-Med major here at
Prairie View and she aspires to
receive a B.S. degree in
Biology in 1982. Further, she
intends to complete Medical
School successfully and endeavor a specialized field of
medicine.
Rita is surely admired and
respected by her peers and
instructors. Her academic
astuteness verifies her attaining
a 4.00 G.P.A. for the third
consecutive time. In addition,
Rita is currently a member of
the Beta Beta Beta honor
society, and the Phi Eta Sigma
honor society, in which she is

Waller County Commissioners Court has approved a solar
heating project designed by
engineers at Prairie View A&M
University, and will seek
federal funds recently provided
for such energy programs.
John R. Williams, head of
the university's Center for
Energy Affa~rs, said the
system, to be used primarily to
heat asphalt, will cost an
estimated $1 S,000 and should
save the county 7SDJo in heating
costs.
"This project will give the
citizens of Waller County a
chance to sec how solar energy
is an alternative and the costs
are not prohibitive;• Williams
said.
Jack Rafferty, county road
commissioner, lauded the
project and efforts by Prairie
View A&M.
the Secretary. Her hobbies are:
reading, sewing and painting.
In regard to Rita's success
formula; she stated that her
mental attitude toward her
ambitions is positive, so she
reacts accordingly. Rita is a
very modest individual, but her
outstanding accomplishments
speak for themselves.
We, the members of the
Sophomore class and others
are proud and honored to
know an individual of Rita's
caliber. Congratulations Rita,
we wish you a bring and
prosperous future.
Reporter, H. Ratcliff

"We went to Dr. Thomas
(Alvin I. Thomas, university
president) and asked for their
help and they sure did come
through;' Rafferty said. "We
now heat by electricity and it
costs about $600 monthly to
keep asphalt hot, and it must
stay hot!'
He explained that the county
buys asphalt, used year round
for patching purposes on
roads, in 6,000 pound loads
and stores it in a 10,000 gallon
refurbished railroad tank car.
"That's the least we can buy
at a time, and we must keep it
at between 165 to 170 degrees
at all times or we lose it:'
Rafferty explained. "That's a
lot of constant heat'.'

WINNING TEAM - Memben .t tlae PV F-.ic _. Bea.,_. Tlleeter pwp ar.. pidaaN
with preiddent A. I. Thomu u lfJGDIIOn following their retu-a r.-- -peffliee at Su■ H----State University in H-tsville. Ill all they won five fint places in the aNt wldda wu ped
enoagla for a third place tnphy overall Sweet-.kee tnplay. Dr• ..,.___ ill aD ..ae. wWle Dr.
Millard F. Eiland, Engliah department bead, eredited the fine ahewiag te I.ta of laanl
1',ta
ltudenu and exeellent preparation by usiltanta WU- Cutia, F.agliM cleputmeat _ . C. Lee
Tarner, dnma department.

wn

Dr. Wyatt Appointed to Musi~ Research Editor& Boar/
Dr. Samuel Floyd, Director
of the Institute for Research in
Black American Music at Fisk
University, has announced the
appointment of Dr. Lucius R.
Wyatt, Associate Professor of
Music at Prairie View A&M
University, to the Editorial
Board of its Research Journal.
As a member of the Editorial
DRAMATIC FARM GAINS
In 1776, a colonial farmer
managed to feed only himself
and two others. With the help
of modern machines and
chemicals, each U.S. farm
worker this year will feed 60
people.

Board Dr. Wyatt will review
scholarly manuscripts in music
research for publication in the
lnstitute's BMR Journal.
O ther members of the
Editorial Board include Dr.
Horace Boyer, Professor, The
University of Massachusetts,
Dena Epstein, Librarian, The
Chicago Public Library, and
Dr. Wndell Whalum, Professor, Morehouse College.
Serving on the Advisory Board
of the Institute are Dr. Eileen
Southern, Musicologist, Harvard University, Dr. Wendell
Logan, P rofessor of Music,
Oberlin Conservatory of
Music, and Dr . Dominique

.

m
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Come see our
fine selection
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Ford and Mercury Products

HEMPSTEAD
HEMPSTEAD, TEXAS

SUPPORTING THE PANTHERS
\

Zeta
Zeta, a sorority it's not just a name.
To become a member, pledging is the game.
Some people are different, and some are the same,
But, she is different, by colors, personality and name.
Blue and white are the colors, they don't know.
This is the sorority which has the aim to grow.
These are the sisters who helped one another;
And the men of Phi Beta Sigma are their true brothers.
So for every woman who wants her dream, her wish, and her
hope to come true;
Follow the road which is the true white and blue.
Because once you arrive in Zetaland,
There'll always be someone there, to join you, hand-in-hand.
By Soror Cheryl Hackett
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Northro~~ i~;~:n~~\~~t~~/~i~~~:~:dn;'~~r
new horizons In high technology. We have the career
you're looking for.

Our comprehensive benefits program and liberal starting
salaries enhance the opportunity to enjoy and explore the

On campus interviews will be

conducted on March 28.
We realize at Northrop that you have reached a very strategic point in
your life... a time where many choices confront you, and decisions
must be evaluated. Your uncompromising commitment is to seek
opportunities offering the highest level of accompl ishment. At
Northrop's Defense Systems Division, our position as a leading
innovator in digital electronic and electronic countermeasures technology is the resu lt of the marriage of innovative ideas with a work
environment that stimulates professional creativity, productivity and
growth.
If you expect a degree in Electrical Engineering, Computer
Science or Business Administration, write us today.

FORD-MERCURY, INC.

MorpD State Univers.

~\Q~

~ • ~" ·

FORD

Rene deLerma, musicologist,
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CONTINUED from Page 1
principal of the Anderson
Evening Adult School for 10
years. He also served as a
teacher and director of
Industrial Education Workshops for 5 years, during
summer session programs at
Prairie View A&M University.

THREE

THE PRAIRIE VIEW PANTHER

Sign up at your College Placement Office
Forward your resume or call:
1(800) 821-2280, Ext. 927, (MO RES, 1(800) 892-7655, Ext. 927).

PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYMENT MANAGER P/38

NORTHROP CORPORATION
DEFENSE SYSTEMS DIVISION
600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Illinois 60008
As an equal opportunity employer, we
encourage m inori ties and females to apply.

WE RESPOND TO ALL INQUIRIES

ORTHROP

FOUR
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Colagas Survive?
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Nothing Is Impossible With God

Part II
By Beatrice Moore
In the· last issue of The
Panther, the role of the Black
College and its contributions.
Now lets take a closer look
from a social standpoint.
For over 100 years black
institutions have been serving
America with efficiency and
accountability. Although the
public black institutions have
been segregated by state law,
they have never been segregating institutions. In philosoph y and commitment these
institutions have always been
open to all persons who
0 n SundaY, F ebruary 3• the
wanted to come.
of Agriculture vehicle
These instituations, after College
carrying g undergraduate
100 years, face new challenges
4 graduate students,
and the question is asked students,
and 3 staff members all of
"Should they survive?" and
• ·
them smgmg
an d 1aug h'mg,
the answer is yes, it has to be. drove to Hot Springs,
Black institutions are more Arkansas for a 3-day conferthan just symbols of higher
.
f the
ence o f t h c M cct mg O
education, they arc essential Southern
Association Agriculfor an effective educational tural Scientists and American
system. These institutions Society of Agronomy.
represent a lifestyle that serves
At the conference, six papers
as a lighthouse for blacks who
••
are proud of their system and w~rc, presented . by Prame
their culture. This lifestyle V1~w s P.rodu~llve People.
Miss She1!a Dixon and Mr·
must not be sacrificed if this
Earl Basua~ presented t~c
nation is to eliminate dual
work of_ their master thesis.
racism. The entire educational
Mr. William _Anthony and Mr.
system benefits from the
~o~ Harm,_ Research ~pcunique contributions of the
black institutions. Their survi- · c1absts, contributed two 1mval will depend upon the faith identity while he is cau&ht up
that the black community has .in a white environment. He has
in them and the recognition of been educated in white
their worth by the white schools, and has been educated
community. These institutions away from the commitmtnt of
have earned the ri&ht to survive the black commitment, and he
because of the capable docs not have the passionate
products they have produced. concern for the white or black
The majority of blacks in every community. This can be a
field of endeavor have tragedy for black and all
graduated from these institu- America.
tions.
What is the relationship of
750fo of black Ph.D.'s, SSOfo
the black college and the black
of black legislators were Greek-letter organizations?
produced by black colleges . The black Greek-letter organiBut a s we applaud these zations are not social organizastatistics, we arc reminded that tions but they are opportuniall of our nations doctors, only ties to help black peop_le
20fo of these are black and the become inspired and creative
black population is over 120Jo leader s in America and t he
o f t he po pulation in this black institut ions re-inforce
country. These institutions still this aspiration of these
have a task.
organizations.
It must be pointed out that it
Must the black community
is not impossible for a black to survive in this country? If the
attend a white university and answer is yes, then the Black
become a leader. He only institutions must survive to
succeeds if he puts forth extra produce committeed black
effort a nd commitment a nd leaders to gi\e shape and
must struggle to keep his black purpose to black survival.

"For there is nothing that
by the
• God cannot do:• St. Luke 1:37
Reverend
Dllnlell L.
(26-38) "But the Spirit
Walker,
produces Jove, joy, peace,
DIRECTOR:
faithfulness, humility and self Weeley
Poeadalloe.
control:' Galatians 5:22, 23a
A Mlalolry of 1M
UDit.d Motliodillt
(16-26), G.N.M.M.
Cbarch. P Pinl U.M.C.
Too small to play, an
PV,T.,...
ordinary person, inadequate,
insufficient, poor background,
weakest subject, etc. are all are willing to give ourselves
questions when given opportu- over to the power of God
nities to linger in our thinlcing through the Holy Spirit and
pronounce defeat and non- make the most of what God
productivity. But, we are born has given us, we can get the job
to win and productive; done, i.e., be winners and
and members of the Agncul- therefore, these defeatist productive. As Mr. Sloan
tural staff Both Dr Brarns
and Mr
M~Donald attitudes and thinking must be finally says: "If we play our
·
H S .
negated.
hearts out for God, reaching
drove the van to ot pnngs.
Steve Sloan of University, out in love to every other
Staff members and adminis.
..
Mississippi shares an experi- player in the game of life, we
trators from
ed many
th uruvcrs1t1es
t: ·
encc in which he made too will produce the fruit of the
1
comment ond e ~ro
quick a judgement based on his Spirit and become eternal
al manner an po~. 0 • e physical eyes much like we all champions for Christ'.' And
presenters from Prarnc VJCW. arc guilty. A young man, S '9", thus, with the power of God,
Th
·m essed at the
~Y ~ere ~ pr . . v·
b
l(i() lbs. entered his office for
"there are no ordinary
dedi~tion d Prame
Y an interview. As coach, he people" is mentioned, Oral
all~wmg s!u ents to .
me replied that he would interview Roberts chuckles for he
act~vel! almvolved . m Ththe team managers later. The recognizes the ordinariness in
pro,ess1on commuruty.
cy
also hoped that their institu- player replied, "Coach, I'm all persons whom God has
tions would emulate the policy one of your players'.' Steve . used in special and miraculous
of Prairie View A&M conceived without a doublt means for His mission in His
University by providing finan- that they were in real trouble. created universe.
It was just an ordinary
cial support for transportation From hind sight, Steve
and living expenses for remembers what God said young lady of no great noble
students to attend conferences. about judging others. Steve status in society or hierachy
It was a memorable and says of the young man: "This that God sought to fulfill the
valuable personal experience young man was all heart. He manifestation of Himself to
not only broke most of the His defeated, corrupt, damnfor those attending and the school's pass catching records, able, destitute, deplorable and
students and staff brought
honor to Prairie View A&M but after graduation he went to estranged human species. In
to play professional football. the Lukan passage we read
University.
He was too tmall to play such account of God's power
college ball, much less entering the human concepted
professional ball, but he didn't of ordinary, and changing such
know it! He just keeps on to productivity, unordinary in
getting the job done. He makes both Elizabeth, the mother of
the most of what God has John (the Baptist) and Mary,.
given him'.'
the mother of Jesus. And, it is
The key here is too small, that Jesus, an ordinary baby
but he doesn' t know it! and 'he boy when sanctioned and
By
malces the most o f what God empowered by God was no
Nikki
has given bim'. 'As long as we do ordinary, but unimaginable
not accept that we a re too
force moving t hrough all
Torian
small, t oo ordinary, too
human society th rough all
inadequate or insufficent, but
See Kollar Korner, Page JO

Ag Students-Staff at Regional Meet

THE PRAIRIE VIEW PANTHER

Published Bi-Weekly in the Interest of a Greater Prairie
View A and M. University. The PANTHER serves as the
voice of Pantherland.

Prairie View A&M University is open to all, regardless
of race, color, religion, or national origin.
Rm>oRTERS ...-······-··-··············· Hedy Ratcliff, Cheryl Hackett,

JoAnn Alderson, Beatrice Moore, David Harris
Linda Domain, Janis Hayes,
Gale Morgan, T erry Pryor, Gema Williams
DEPARTM ENT SECRETAlUES ........ Gloria Perez, Vanessa Jackson
SPORTS ·······-··-······················- ······· Michael Heam, Jerry Mathis,
PHOTOGRAPHERS .................... Paris Kincade, Robert Sandling,
James H awthorne, Barry Baugh, Robert Thomas,
Brett H om (Tom Godwin, Roy P ace)

portant papers on heavy metals
.
.
. bl If If
m
anfd sus1ta the aT a a
varieties or ou
exas,
· 1 D Al p le
rcsfpccduveh_y. . r: d
ar s
of ere
1s mv1tc paper
dealing wi'th the prospects in
Agriculture for the 1980's and
a second paper on Small Farm
Economics Dr Eugene Brams
•
•
served as Chairman of the
Soils Division Sessions. Dr.
Arthur Mangaroo also attended the conference.

~01!

The papers, without exception, were well received by the
scholars attending the confercnce who represented most
land-grant universities in the
Southern United States. These
exemplary efforts by the
students and staff of Prairie
View are another outcome of
Operation Success.
Dr. Bramsorganiz.ed the trip
with the assistance of Dr. 0.
C. Simpson, Dr. F. Richards

.
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Art of Living
ART OF LIVING
BUll.D YOURSELF

ADREAM

Sometime when you're feeling
blue
Try this little scheme Instead of sort ing t hrough
your cares,
Build yourself a dream . . .
Think it over once or twice You may be blinking back a
Why not pick and choose?
th
The goal you plan should be
c;:n;o~etimes ings go
the kind
That you can really use!
But if you learn to laugh
Then thin k of something
through life positive
, You'll always get along
That you yourself can do
AREN 'T YOU GLAD
To put t hose things in motion
YOU'RE YOU
That will make your dream When a day that might bring
come true!
Doris Faulhaber Is little
a positive delight
And a t h in g that seems
LOOK ON THE FUNNY
SIDE OF LIFE
impossible
Don't miss a chance to smile a Turns around and comes out
right,
smile,
Don' t pass up any laughter,
When a dream you had few
hopes for
And don 't fo r get those
By some miracle comes true anecdotes
You 'II love to tell years after.. Aren' t you really thrilled
you' re living,
Look up and down and sat Aren' t you very glad you're
For noticing life's trivias
you!
Is what good fun's about.. .

TECHNICAL AsslsTANTS ................

Any news items, advertising, or m atters of interest to THE
PANTHER may be presented to the Department of Student
Publications, Room 108-112, New C lassroom Building Telephone 857-2117. C. A. Wood, Publications Director.
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Student Advertising, Incorporated
1633 W EST CENTRAL
EVANSTON, llllNOIS 6020 1

DRY CLEANING
Alterations -

laundry Service

Phone 826-3798

Box

893

Hempstead, Texas
1-DAY DRY CLEANING SERVICE

has choice career openings for superior cngim:cring graduates to met:1 the cnerg} challenge during a period of rupidl} changing
regulation, and t<.-chnulugics.
KCPL is a billion•dnllar utilit) and energy supplier lo'" er a million JX-•ople in a major c,1mmercial and industrial center
encompassing 23 counties in h,o state,. Because of the increasing!} comple>. energr picture, c,pan,ion, and promotions. "e need
engineers "ith leadership capabilities to take mer in these key areas:

Energy
Mana_gement
Engineers

Degree in Mech anical
Engineering, ME Tech nology. or
Engi neering Manageme nt (with
an emph asis in M E) prefer red;
Electrical Engineering, E E Technology or Engi neering Management
(with a n e mphasis in EE) also
considered.
T hese engineers will be im·ol\'ed
with custo mers, builders, contractors a nd consulting engineers regarding electrical space hea ting, air
conditioning, conser\'ation techniques, a nd re newable energy
systems. T hey must keep current
with rapidly ch anging technologies,
a nd be able to communicate clearly
and accurately'with technical professionals. O u r engineers will be the
autho rity in a fast-paced field.

Distribution
Engineer
This position requires a BS in
Electrical Engineer ing with coursework in power engineering.
The work will require knowl•
edge of system design , substation
engineering, and overhead and
underground systems. This can be a
prestige career with many doors to
the top, especially for an engineer
with special intere ts in tra nsmission
and distribution engineeri ng.

Eeonomie
Research
Analyst

Service

Engineers
Degree in Electrical Engineering, EE Technology, or Engineering Management ( with an EE
emphasis) preferred; Mechanical
En gineering, ME Technology,
or Engineering Management (with
an ME" emphasis) also considered.
Working with large commercial and industrial customers and
contractors, you must understand
ei.:isting electrical standard and
requirements in order to monitor
construction from design to completion. T he righ t candidates will be
good communicators and confident
in dealing with high.pressure
·ituations.

T his position requires an MS
in Economics with coursework in
fi nance, accou nting and statistics,
and fami liarity with Fortran
programming.
Working with rate design and
comparison, cost of service studies,
and re\'enue forecasting, the right
ca ndidate must ha\'e a technical
orientation and a special facility
with econometric an alyses.
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BRANNAN'S
MEATS OF QUALITY
2200 Cherry

HEIPSTEAD CLEAIBS

have

Waller

Barnes Parlor of Beauty
Specializing In All Phases of
Beauty Work
Also "WIGS and WIGLETS"
Pine Island Road
Prairie View

826-6445

Annie Barnes

Our personnel representative will be on
campus. For more information or an
appointment, call the placement office.

I I
KCPL

KANSAS CITY
POWER & LIGHT COMPANY
An equa l opportunity employer M/F /V/H
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Moonraker is
Coming to PY
Roger Moore as James Bond
007 stars in Moonraker, the

most exciting, action, packed,
expensive James Bond Movie
that has ever been made. In
Moonraker, he goes into outer
space to stop the evil Drax
from destroying the world.
From hijacking a space shuttle
off a DC 10 in flight to the
launching of the United States
Marines into space for a laser
battle. The action never stops
in this thrill packed movie.
Beware of Jaws, a man 8
feet tll with steel teeth that can
bite steel cable in half! ! Jaws
kills people for a living and he
chases James Bond 007 around
the world.
The eve! Drax claims that he
is God and builds a space
station to Proveit. Bringing the
best people from every country
in the world to his space
station, he threatens to launch
a deadly nerve gas that would
kill all human beings but wiU

SEVEN
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AROTC Cal. Bland to Speak at
Kappa Meet in South C.olina
By Jack Weeks

News Director

Drive in Closing
Stages

"He ain't heavy, Lord, but I
don't want to carry him
forever'.'
With this unknown father's
lament as the theme, Col.
Andrew R. Bland, head of the
AROTC at Prairie View A&M
University, will be the keynote
speaker at his old fraternity's
"Guide Right" week in
Charleston, South Carolina on
March 23.
It's an annual affair
sponsored by Kappa Alpha Psi
concentrating on community
action programs, particularly
those concerning the youth in
the community.
"We talk with parents and
students preparing for the
future hoping that we might
motivate them to pursue higher
education and become more
productive members of our
society;• Col. Bland said. "I am
honored to be the keynote
speaker and be afforded the
opportunity to share some
thoughts with the young
people. I hope the speech
might cause some movitation'.'

Final effort is in progress for
the Annual Boy Scout Fund
Drive which began on
February 21.
Dr. J.E. Berry is Chairman
of the Drive which includes
captains for various sections of
the campus. All faculty and
staff members are included n
the campus Drive.
If any persons were omitted,
please contact Dr. Berry in the
Harrington Science Building.

not hurt animals or plants. I
guess he wants to keep the
balance of nature.
The bible has Noah's Ark
but Moonraker has Drax' mad
dream and Tarzan wrestles
alligators but James Bond
wrestles giant pythons. Now
outer space belongs to 007! !
The photoplay club will show
Moonraker in late March, so
watch for the schedule.
The Photo Play Club

Boy Scout Fund
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Col Andrew R. Bland

"Guide Right;• the National
Service Program of Kappa
Alpha Psi, is a program of the
educational and occupational
guidance of youth, primarily
inspirational and informational in character. It is a year
round program with concentration week serving to
highlight the year's activities.
Col. Bland is a native of
Charleston and will take the
opportunity to visit his
parents, who still live there,
and many friends. He is a
graduate of high school in
Charleston and has a degree
from South Carolina State. He
has served in two wars, Viet
Nam and Korea, and has held
a number of staff and
command assignments.
"This is like going home and
I am certainly looking forward
to it'.'

ARMY
ROTC
SUMMER
COURSES

. .
tence In 1uch dfverae fields os
. equipment
g system d ~ . steam' generatJon, compressed air systems, ventilation,
d alt condition~ and lgh-spNtf bbffle and con packaging.
.'s can expect to ~ WOl'klhO in sucn areas as electrfcal machine design 01'19 ~lcor distribution, sub-slOflon ~ as welt as tndustrlal and commercial ~ighting, elec1circuits, and ~ comrol

INDUSTRIAL lf'-'IN
lndustrlOI Engifteefing DeparfmeAtpre,entty

roinees at the &.S.:anoM.S. c t e g r . . . - ~

asstgnmctnls 1n ~ t i P R ! ~

t, and ~ o f ~......~--,._,4-

Dear Sophomores and Freshmen:
(Males and Females)
We are still accepting
summer course which features:

applications for our off-campus

FREE Air Travel
Room and Board PAID
Travel Expenses PAID
Only a 6-Week Semester

No Obligation
Full Credit for First two Weeks
of Basic ROTC

**
*
*

*

**

PLUS each student is PAID about $450.00

*

We offer three sessions; however, due to the high
demand by PVU students, only a very limited number of additional students can attend the first session.
The second and
third sessions each can accept up to seventeen more applicants.
The dates
Session 1
Session 2
Session 3

for each session are:
- 19 May-26 June 1980
- 9 June-17 July 1980
- 7 July-14 August 1980

Classes will be held at Fort Knox, Kentucky, 35 miles
south of Louisville. Students attending will be paid I 0c per
mile if they wish to drive. (It's about 2,000 miles round trip)
For anyone desiring to fly, a round trip airline ticket will be paid
from Houston Intercontinental Airport.
Again, I wish to emphasize that you will not incur any
form of obligation to this department or the university for
attendance at the course irrespective of the money you are paid
or the travel costs involved.
To apply or obtain more information, contact me at
857-4512/3471 or visit my oHice in the OLD SCIENCE BUILDING.
When you call, ask about the Military Science Basic Camp.

A V. EASTER, CPT., Fl, Army ROTC

ATTENTION

COIPORATI MANA4HMENT TIAININe
Oppor1unlttes exist tn our eo,po,ate Mana~t Training Program for individuals with leadership ablllty and degrees In ei1her Engineering or Business Admints1rotlon. This 12-month 1rolniQg
pr~am Is designed to give the Individual exposure to all areas of Operations oi'ld Admlnfstration. ~ completion of training there ore exciting career challenges In the fields of 9P.e,Oflon,
Engineering, fletd Morkeflng, Inventory Programming, Brewing and Corporate Personnel.

FOi FURTHII INFOIMATION AND SICtN-UP, CONTACT YOUR PI.ACIMINl Offtcl.

ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC.

m

Pestalom

An lqual Opportilnlty lmploy•

1t. &outs, ........

ona

...'
EIGHT

\_•
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Alpha
Spotlight

FOSTER HALL COMES DOWN - She was magnifieent in her time! She wu the Queen of
the campus! Several efforts to save Foster Hall, oldest dormitory on the campus at Prairie View
A&M University, failed and now she is reduced to rubble. One old timer watching,,the
turn-af-tbe-century dusie structure being rued, said, "It's like losing an old and dear friend. As
Waller Couty Historical Commiaaion were making plans to designate Foster Hall as an historical
lite the Te.KU A&M Board of Repnts voted to de.troy the old structure and make way for a
park plaza coaeept. One of the proponents aid "probably bad communication" wu as respomible
u anythiag in lo&ing the bailcliDg to demolition.

Sigmas Sponsor Education Program loi Youth
The Brothers of the Dove,
Delta Theta Chapter, of Phi
Beta Sigma Fraternity, Inc. are

sponsoring a tutorial program
for the ,youth of this
community and surrounding

communities. The program is
free of charge and the times
and days are as follows:
Mondays, Tuesday, and
Thursdays, 6-8 p.m., and
Wednesdays, from 6-7 p.m.
All courses are being tutored
and all levels into High School
are accepted. The staning date

GUARANTY BOND STATE BANK
Waller, Texas

1

Donovan Turnquest

Jimmy WilHama

ENGINEERING AND
COMPUTER SCIENCE
GRADUATES
DESIGN
OPERATIONS
SYSTEM PLANNING
POWER PRODUCTION
DATA PROCESSING

If interested, sign up in the placement office
t~ talk with our representative, Shirley J.
Swarthout, who will be recruiting on campus
Tuesday, March 18, 1980.

Young Men of America.
Brother Williams is also
campaigning for the position
of Assistant Vice President for
the Southwestern Region for
Alpha Phi Alpha.
We, the brothers of the Eta
Gamma Chapter, are truly
proud of these brothers and
their endeavors to achieve.
And in keeping with the ideals
of the Fraternity , we are
striving to remain " First of
All! Congrat ulations Brothers.
J immy Williams
Assoc . E ditor-to-Sphinx

ILLINOIS POWER COMPANY
500 S. 27th Street
Decatur,

Illinois 62525

An Equal Opportunity Employer /IAale/ Female

Alderson
p Alexander
Arceneaux
·a Babin
do Barrett
rah Beeman
Bogan
Brewer
Buffington
clle Carroll
Caulcrick
ony Collins
er Cooper
Crawford
n CUJ11I11ins
Daniels
aniels
Daniels
Davis
Davis
Davis, Jr.
Davis
e Dawson
a Dixon
e Edwards
el Elliott
cc Flowers
Gaeriel
y Garcia
Gilbert
Gilbert
loston
Goines
Gregory
Grismore
Hammond

·s

Rosemary Hashaw
Michael Haynes
Mary Hickman
Tina Holden
Vergie Holloway
Karry Houston
Melvin Huff
Brenda Iglehart
Mulbah Jaclcollie
Cheryl Jackson
Sylvia James
Shirley Jefferron
Bridgenette Johnson
Karen Johnson
Linda Johnson
Valerie Johnson
Albertine Jones
Guy King
Gerald Knighton
Darrell Lake
Oliver Lancelin
Neil Lebeaux
Wanda Leonard
Debra Levels
Deidra Lewis
Maxine Lundy
Arnold Mallett
Fullaa Mason
Elvis McKinney
Beverly McKnight
Ona McMillan
Beatrice Moore
Carry} Morrow
llickye Moses
Bernard Nora
Charles Page
Anthony Penn

Joseph Peterson
Lizabeth Prater
Delbert Price
Nita Purvis
Viron Reed
Edward Rhc:m
Monica Richardson
Rita Ross
Roland Simmons
Ronda Simmons
Elizabeth Smallwood
Cathy Smith
Frederick Stafford
Walter Swindell
Victor Taylor
Willie Tempton, Jr.
Dale Thomas
Ernest Thomas
Barbara Tompkins
Mark Toote
Trina Trahan
Ashton Trier
Donovan Turnquest
Darcel! Walker
Pamela Walker
Gwcndolyne Walter
Mario Wanza
Myrna Watson
Sandra Watson
Kathy Wiley
Beverly Williams
Paula Williams
Walter Wilson
Karen Winn
Doretha Woods
Lana Zoch
Charles Zonicle

Cum Laude
-u·han Adams

ey Adkins

ladysAaidiahi
enita Alexander
dra Allen
dolphus Archie
·chael Armstead
udy Armstrong
thy Baines
raid Barnett

asmo Barrera
thony Bell
rla Bell
ol Below
udrae Bibbs
von Binkley
ez Blanks
bara Blue
cs Booker
· berly Breed
amela Burch
elvin Buster
hyllis CaldweU
san Carmon
ancy Carr
nald Carriere
avid Cavitt
tta Clabron
dney Colbert
hn Cole

-

Diunna Greenleaf
Daphne Coleman
Peter Greenwood
Lindsey Culverson
Florence Guyton
Chikita Davis
Alethea~·ton
Julie Davis
Carolyn
·s
Rickey Davis
Felecia arris
Reshane Dawn
Vernita Harris
Jacqueline DcLoacb Valerie Hawthorne
Cheryl Dickey
Pauline Hayes
Deirdre Dickson
Michael Heam
Kevin Dillard
Felita Henderson
Raymond Dillard
Byron Henry
Deborah Duffy
Teri Hopkins
Thomas Dyson
Willie Hubbard
Frank Edomwonyi
Charles Hudson
Kelvin Ellison
Willie Hunter
Mark Falls
Gloria Hutchinson
Yuvonne Feist
Fabian ldlebird
Chrispin Ferguson
Ophelia Ivey
Pamela Fowler
Cynthia Jackson
Jennifer Gable
Deborah Jackson
Sandra Gaines
Edward Jackson
Wanda Gaines
Patricia Jackson
Willie Gaines
Petry! J ackson
Donald Gamble
Effie James
Qudirat Gidado
Linda James
Joseph Gonzales
Teresa James
Mavis Goosby
Charlotte Jeffery
Marcia Gordon
Earle J ohnson
Demetrice Gray
Phyllis J ohnson
Sandra Green
Sharol Johnson

Campus Career

P. 0. BOX 2606
PRAIRIE Vl8N, TEXAS 77445
A Service to The Prairie View Community for Over Forty Two Y ears

9% Annual Percentage Rate
10% Annual Percentage Rate
12% Annual Percentage Rate
7% Annual Percentage Rate

OUR MOTTO: "Not for Profit
Nut for Charity
But for Service•
OFFICE HOURS: Monday thru Friday 3:30-6:30 p.m.

PHONE: (713/ 857-4925)
OFFICE LOCATION: P. V. Alumni House

Carnival Planned
In April 1980
T h e 1980 Campus C a re e r
Carnival, scheduled for A p ril
24 promises to be one of t h e
mos t exciting ever held on
campus , a cco r ding to M rs.
Mary A . C lark, A ssociate
Director o f Admissions.
The the me for the occasion
is "Building Your Tomorrows'.' Effort is being made to
include hundreds of high
school seniors and juniors in
this year' s project in
addition to parents and
counselors.
Watch for further announcements.
courses in which they need help
in.
The program is being held in
the Old Music Building, under
the direction of the Director of
Education.
Troy Donato,
Director of Education
"Culture for Service, Service
For Humanity"

Welcome
al

• FRIED CHICKEN
• PIZZA
• SPAGHETTI
• PO BOYS
Drive In or Carry O ut

VARIETY
VALUES
13th and Austin

HEMPSTEAD

NINE

-

- FALL SEMESTER HONOR ROLL

A large, progressive Illinois utility, providing
both electric and gas service, has entry level
positions in the following areas:

they
·become more
confident in themselves and
their courses. Each student will
be assigned to a qualified
brother pertaining to their

©JP@cdlil~ mlID}Jl@IB

Personal

Brother Rickey Gaines, a
Tyler, Texas resident, and an
Agriculture education major
was also initiated into Alpha
Tau Alpha. Brother Gaines is a
member of F.F.A., and Phi
Eta Sigma Freshman Honor
Society.
Brother Jimmy Williams, a
History Major, and native Fort
Worthian was initiated into

Keith Crawford

We are looking for B.S. and M.S. candidates
in Electrical Engineering, Mechanical Engineering aF1d Computer Science.

PRAIRIE VIEW A&M UNIVERSITY
EMPLOYEES FEDERAL

LOANS: Share Secured
P.eal Estate

F.F.A.

THE PRAIRIE VIEW PANTHER

umma Cum Laude

was February 27, 1980.
The purpose of the program
is to render tutorial servitts Phi Apha Theta last faH.
to students who are weak in Brother William is aJ..so a
various areas of their studies member of the Junior Fcllows
and by willingful participation Association and Outstanding

w.m

MEMBER F. D. I. C.

The brothers of the Eta
Gamma Chapter of Alpha Phi
Alpha Fraternity, Incorporated, wish to take this time to
pay homage to several of their
brothers. They are: Brothers
Keith Crawford, Ricky Gaines,
Donovan Turnquest, Jimmy
Williams and Egbert Powell.
These brothers truly deserve
the recognition due them on
their cent accomplishments.
Brother Keith Crawford, a
sophomore, Pre-Med major
from San Antonio, Texas was
recently chosen the "Brother
with the Highest Grade Point
average" at the State Convention in Austin, Texas. Brother
Crawford is also a member of
Tri-Beta, the Presidents Honor
Roll, and Phi Eta Sigma
Freshman Honor Society.
Brother Donovan Turnquest, a native of Freeport,
Bahamas, and a Soil Science
major was recently initiated
into Alpha Tau Alpha
Agriculture Honor Society.
Brother Turnquest is also a
member of Phi Eta Sigma
Freshman Honor Society, and
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826-3491

HEMPSTEA D, TEXA_?.._:

Feraidcon Abolfathi
Alma Anderson
Diane Andrews
Diane Ashton
Charlene Baldwin
Benjamin Ball
Deborah Barideaux
Elaine Bell
Paulette Berry
Kenneth Blake
Gary Bogan
Karen Branch
Sharon Brown
Vanessa Brown
Willie Brown
Johnnie Brumfield
Douglas Buckner
Vincent Calhoun
Diana Carden
Deborah Caner
Mary Carter
Lester Coleman
Aaron Cornelius
Brenda Criswell
Deborah Jones
Devette Jones
Donnie Jones
James Jones
Kathi Josey
lonora Julian
Sheron Kay
Billy Kelley
Cheryl Kendricks
Anthony King
Sheena Kinniebrew
S. Korti
Debra Land
Greta Land
Linda Lastee
Standard LeBlanc
Wilma LeBlanc

Mohammad
Seyedafiony
Regina Shepherd
Julius Sheppard
Pamela Shorter
Vickie Shorter
Garce Simmons
Jackie Simon
Leola Simon
Timothy Simon
Calvin Singleton
Alvin Smith
Erian Smith
Darryl Smith
Debbie Smith
Jacqueline Smith
Sandra Smith
Anthony Lewis
Sarcther Smith
Kenneth Lister
Rose Sonnier
Micheal Love
Samuel Spiller
Helen Lucenary
Toni Square
Harold Madison
Jacqueline
Kandee Marlin
Stephens
Mellance Marlin
Michele Swayzer
Larry Martin
Brenda Sweed
Thcadore Mason
Shirley Sweet
Carmelia Matthews
Vanessa Taylor
Richard McClelland
Marcia Thomas
Alene McIntosh
Nancy Thomas
Venetta McIntosh
Sheryl Thomas
Cynthia McKinney
Sylvia Thomas
Natalie McKinney
Charles
George Mo nary. Jr.
Thompson
Meredith McNeely
Mel
Trahan
Sharon Meiton
Cynthia Travis
Mebrahtu Micael
Jerry Tur knett
Carolyn Miller
Lavaca Turner
Janice Miller
Stacia Turnquest
Kenneth Mitchell
Wade Tumquest
Pius Mokwunye
Dietra Tyson
Beverly Morehouse
Frederick Wade
Kenneth Morgan
Gerald Walker
Lori Morgan
Shelia Walters
Paula Morgan
Annette Walton
Leada Morris
Susan Warren
Ralph Mouton
Marilyn
Ladessa Moutra
Washington
Sandra Nowling
Frederick Wells
Wayne Nunn
Joshua Nwolceafor Katherine Wells
Hermon West
Godson Nwosu
Kayode Ogundare Bonita Williams
Cheryl Williams
Issac Ocunpayi
Donna Williams
Clakunle Olabegi
Doretha Williams
Betty Osborne
Theresa Williams
Jacqueline
Timothy Williams
Osemwegie
Donald Wilson
Ivey Overstreet
Rosetta Wilson
Timothy Par is
Darrell Woods
Mary Parks
Timothy Woods
Vivian Perkins
Darlena Wright
Jean Pierce
Joseph Yo rk
Carlos Pierott
Herman
Rodney Player
Youngblood
Denise Porter
Tanja Porter
Egbert Powell
Maria Pemis
Elaine P rice
Johnnie P rice
Nelson Randolph
Hedy Ratcliff
Normelia Rayme
Rita Reeves
•Manha Rhye
Ralph Riley
Tammie Rivers
'Janell Roberson
Lynn Roberts
Thelma Roper
Terence Ross
1
Reginald Sapenter
, Tammy Seals
Charles Sewell

wARD S PHARMACY l
1

"Your Rexall Store"

SENIOR CITIZEN DISCOUNT
AVAILABLE ON PRESCRIPTIONS
Telephone 826-2445
Nights 826-2295
Hempstead, Texas

-

!

-

Magna Cum Laude

Dennis Crook
Bernard Crowell
Judge Davis
Paul Davis
Tyrone Davis
Wanda Davis
Felicia DeLoach
Esther Desmulce
Cora Deveraux
Harold Dockins
Harold Doss
Isabel Douglas
Bobby Easter
Darlene Edwards
Alben Epps
Robert Evans
Jacob Hume
Iberia Fryer
Ronald Gage
Darlene Gilmore
Connie Glicc
Doris Handsborough
Margatha Harris
Anthony Hawkins
Audrey Henry

Sherrye Henry
Rhonda Hester
Alecia Hoffman
Judy Holli~
Jerelyn Hughes
Deirdre Hunter
Marvin Iglehart
Duree Jackson
Kenneth Jackson
Roderick Jackson
Cheryl Jamison
Carl Johnson
Deandre Johnson
Riley Johnson
Michael Jones.
Sabrina Jones
Vaughn Jones
San1uel Kempt
Charles Kirkendoll
Elora Lee
Byron Lewis
Vernon Lister
Thaddues Lott
Danny Lovelady
Frankel Lyons

Scarlet McDaniel
Willane McDonald
George Miller
Gary Mills
Carmen Mitchell
Fredrick Mitchell
Jerome Montgomery
Duncan Moore
Brunswick Morton
Jolynn Neal
Harold Nwosu
Matthew Oliver
Stella Omovbude
Julius Onwangfe
Nathaniel Osborne
Portia Patillo
Richard Pattison
Lillian Randle
Cedric Reagans
Veronica Rhodes
Dorothy Ringer
Frances Roquemore
Lue Ruffin
Syed Saljoughi
Carolyn Sanders

.

Kriellion Sanders
Velva Sauls
Paula Scott
Rickie Singletort
Frankie Small
Benny Smith
Leon Smith
Pamela Smith
Robert Smith
Ronnie Smith
Terri Solomon
J ill Steward
Lewis Stitt
Miranda Sweet
Isidro Tamez
Samuel Tates
Elizabeth Tatum
Loretia Taylor
Gwcodevere Teague
Lovie Teague
Patsy Thacker
Roben Thomas
Linda Thornton
Nikki Torian
David Valentine

Attention

James Ward
Marvel Warner
Marie Wartel
Judcene Weaver
Andrea Webb
Travis Webster
Felicia Wesley
Iva Wheeler
Sandra White
Patricia Whitley
Oscar Wiley
Cynthia Williams
Ezra Williams
Linda Williams
Melva Williams
Natalie Williams
Sharon Williams
Jimmy Wilson
Pamala Wilson
. Lashina Woodard
Larry Woodson
Emma Wright
G. Harris
Lillian H uff
Loretta Johnson

·

G
ER COMPANY
J

·,

~

-

The nation's sixth largest electric utility
will be conducting employment interviews
For these disciplines:
ENGINEERING
B.S. - ELECTRICAL
B.S. - MECHANICAL
B.S. - CIVIL

BUSINESS
B.S. -ACCOUNTING
B. S. - MARKETING
B.S. - MANAGEMENT
B. S. - GENERAL BUSINESS

MONDAY, MARCH 17, 1980
Prairie View A & M University
For more informatim a nd available inteNiew times
cmtact your campus placement office

The Light
company
Houston Lighting & Power

AN EQUAL OPPORTU\JITY EMPLOYER
M. T. Robin, Recruiting Director
Houston Lighting & Power Company
P.O. Box1700
Houston, Texas 77001
713/ 228-5035

MARCH 6-11, 1980
MARCH 6-11, 1980

THE PRAIRIE VIEW PANTHER

Coach Wright Gives Up
Part of Major Responsibility

ladies Night in Kiwan Island
Mrs. Theola P. Woods,
Mrs. Ernest M. Norris, Mrs.
teacher in the Waller ISD, and R. L. Bland Evans and Mrs.
former Teacher of the Year in Shelia Williams were each
the District, was honored at presented with a bouquet of
the Ladies' Night program of - flowers for their unselfish
the Kiwanis Club of Prairie services to the Club by
View on February 14 (St. President Earl K. Jones.
Valentine's Day). She was
Miss Valerie A. Davis,
formerly installed as the club vice-president of the Circle K.
Sweetheart and presented a Club of PVA&MU, and Mr.
bouquet of flowers by Kiwa- Clifford E. Randle, Chairman
nian, Dr. Irvine C . Gordon.
of the Circle K. Citizenship
Committee were special guests
of the Ladies' Night activities.
They were introduced by Mr.
CONTINUED from Page 4
Samuel Montgomery, Kiwanis
ages, controlling both human Club Secretary.
Mrs. Theola P. Woods,
Kiwanian, Mr. John R.
and natural forces. It is
public school teacher
Powell,
delivered
the
well-rebecause of His histology and
receives another award. This
atoning event that we are now ceived principal address. The time she was elected
subject
of
the
speech
was
in the season of Lent so
Sweetheart of the Kiwanis
designated by the Christian "What is Kiwanis!'
The "Mystery Speaker;• Club of Prairie View at ita
Church as the 40 weekday
14th Ladies Night program.
period immediately preceding chosen by drawing names from
a list of all present, was
Easter.
Randle, John C. Williams, and
Finally, through the power Kiwanian, Mr. William H.
Johnnie J. Woods. Each of
Chapman
who
amazed
all
by
of such force, we too can
these is a member of the Board
become moving forces of delivering a well-organized of Directors of the Club. It
discourse
on
"Little
Known
productivity,
transformed
meets once a month.
from humanly speaking the Facts Pertaining to Black
The Kiwanis Club meets at
ordinary, inadequate, insuffi- History!'
noon each Thursday iµ the
A
delicious
meal
was
cient, too small to unimaginConference room of the
able heights and horizons prepared and served by University Hotel. The meetings
well-trained
hands
of
Mr.
because of the possibility of
start on time and end within
God in us. Our productivity Joseph R. Battle.
sixty minutes.
Group
singing
during
the
will be fully evident in our fruit
The Club is looking forward
evening
was
led
by
Kiwanian
as listed by St. Paul in the
Jesse L. Hall. Others appear- to the next Ladies' Night affair
Galatian reference (above).
which will be announced in a
Therefore, a,c; earthen ves- ing on the program were:
few weeks.
A
E.
Charleston,
C.
F.
sels, too small, inadequate,
insufficient, poor background,
weakest subject, etc., l
admonish each of us to turn
ourselves over to God for the
empowerment of His Spirit
1216 Austin
Hempstead
remembering that ''nothing
shall be impossible with God:'
be it Biology, Chemistry,
WE DO REMOUNTING AND
Micro - , Zoology, Physics,
Mathematics, English, HisMANUFACTURING ON PREMISES
tory, Government; or any
other sociological, physiological, psychological, religious or
BULOVA and SEIKO WATCHES
economical discipline. For
'God is greater than any
problem you or I have! Yes,
greater is he that is within than
he that is in the world. In the
name of the Father, Son and
Holy Ghost. Amen.

Wil Continue With Track Team

Kollar Korner -

ALL-FAITHS CHAPEL DRIVE - Pietared ahove Is Mr. Mad< JLmpah, Jr., Bumeu
1.-1«, member of tile Board of Regent., tile Univendty of llomtoa, ..-ntinc a cbec:k of
$500.00 to Dr. John B. Coleman. This cheek tetala $900.00 ~ Mr. and Mn. Made Hannah, Jr.
and is a pit to tile AD Faitlaa Chapel Drive at Prairie View A&M University. Left to right:
!leverend E. Stanley Branch, Mr. John R. Blocker, and Mn. Thelma Gonion.

AKA Honors Mrs. Berry and Foot/Jal Champs
By Lonnette T. Jones
On Sunday, February 10,
1980, the Zeta Gamma Omega
and Zeta Gamma chapters of
the Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority, Inc. at its Founders'
Day observance, presented a
plaque to Mrs. Bernice Berry
for her sustaining and
dedicated service to the youths
of the Prairie View community.
Members of the football
team and their coaches of the

W a Iler High School were
presented a trophy and
certificates for having achieved
the 2-A Regional Championsip
during the 1979 season.
The activities surrounding
the seventy-second anniversary
of the Sorority were highlighted by a spirited address
delivered by Soror Barbara
Marshall, Executive Producer
of the Urban Theater of
Houston, Texas. in her
inimitable style she showed the

role and contributions of the
Black women from the dark
days of then to the enlightened
now. She used her theatrical
background to illustrate many
of her points.
Soror Penny Songy, (undergraduate), was the presiding
officer for the occasion. Other
sorors appearing on the
programs were: Irma Kendrick
drick, Basileus, Olivette Higgs,
Christene Wyatt, Frankie
Ledbetter, Ella C. Weaver,

Patricia's Fine Jewelry

Tlnsley's

Yearbook Photo
Deadlines Posted
All campus organizations
are urged to schedule 1980
yearbook individual and group
photos as soon as possible. The
Yearbook office has begun
taking group photos and will
continue through April 16.

Dear Friends:

Please call or come by and ask for me.
Thank you,
TIM LEWIS

~
CHEVROLET

LAWRENCE MARSHALL
CHEVROLET-OLDS.,,INC.
P. 0. Box 983 -

HEMPSTEAD
826-2411

Hempstead

OLOSMOBILE

HOUSTON
463-8484

Make your day a satisfying
one with these goodies.
1. Second Time Around,
Shalamar
2. I Got To Love Somebody
- Sister Sledge
3. The Ladies - Sugar Hill
4. De J a Bu Dionne
Warwicke
5. Sexy Dancer - Prince
6. Sparkle - Cameo
7. Desire - Andy Gibb
8. I Call Your Name Switch
9. Are You Ready - K. C. &
Co.
10. It's Too Hot - Kool &
The Gang
-H.R.
Marian Williams, and Deidra
Lewis, Undergraduate Basileus.
A reception followed in the
South Foyer of the Hobart
Taylor Building.

FREE
PREGNANCY TESTS

Community-Wide Public
Service Proiect Initiated
Like other public service
organizations and community
groups, the members of Prairie
View Alumnae Chapter of
Delta Sigma Theta, a public
service sorority, have adopted
the project of tying } ellow
ribbons around trees in their
community to express sincere
concern for the remaining
hostages in Iran. This project
was initiated in a brief
ceremony Saturday, February
23, 1980, at the home of Mrs.
Arie Walker. The ceremony
was a part of the Delta
Founders' Day Celebration,
and symbolized t he basic

theme of the sorority
"public service'.' During the
ceremony, members and Mrs.
Walker expressed their gratitude and thankfulness to God
for the safe return of David
and their concern for the safe
return of the hostages
remaining in Iran.
The members are encouraging individuals and organizations to join with them in this
most worthwhile and meaningful endeavor. Each individual

can participate by tying a
yellow ribbon on trees in his
own personal yard. As a result

The Financial Aid Center currently is distributing 1980 Summer and Fall applications
for financial aid in the Financial Aid Center.
The priority deadline for the return of the
application is March 17, 1980.

ENGINEEBS
Federal government agencies are involved in some
of the most important technological work being
done today ... in energy fields, communication,
transportation, consumer protection, exploring inner and outer space, and the environment.
'! of the jobs are unique, with projects and
facil
\ ·ound nowhere else. Salaries are good, the
wo
\ interesting and there ar«i excellent opportunit
\ r advancement. Our nationwide network
Clu
\ your name referred to agencies in every
\
.
part of the country.
F
\ formation about best opportunities by
spel \ · and location, send a coupon or your
resun \ Engineer Recruitment, Room 6Al l .
Offlce of Permmlel ManlCIIIIUIDt
Washington. DC 20415

An Equal Opportunlt;y Employer

Confidential Counseling
•

Birth Control Information
•

622-2179

Nam,

Termination of Pregnancy

WEST LOOP CLINIC
2909 West Loop South
Houston, Texas 77027

Hoover Wright, football
As football coach, he
coach for 10 years at Priaire compiled a 31-67-1 record at
View, today announced his Prairie View with his best
resignation as both football season being a 6-5 mark in
coach and athletic director.
1976.
"For the best interest of the
"I am deeply indebted to
program now is the best time coach Wright for the tremenfor me to step down:• Wright dous service he has rendered
said. "I will be 52 in July and the university in the dual
it's time to shed a few capacity he served:• said Dr.
headaches!•
A. I. Thomas, president.
Wright first came to Prairie
"He did a good job with
View in 1961 as assistant what he had to work with. He
football coach and track will have my full support as he
CONTINUED from Page 1
coach. He served three years as continues as track coach in
head football coach, from building Prairie View to an status in June:• Dr. Thomas
1966to 1968, stepping down to international track power:• Dr. added.
The move of hiring Houston
concentrate on track. He was Thomas added.
again named head football
Dr. Thomas named Dr. as special assistant and Cooper
coach in 1973 and has been Leroy Moore, now chairman as interim coach fills the spot
football coach, athletic direc- of the health and physical made vacant by Hoover
tor and track coach since that education department at Wright's resignation nearly a
time.
Prairie View, as athletic week ago.
Houston, 36, has a year left
Wright will remain as track director. Dr. Thomas added
coach at Prairie View and as that he hoped to have an on his contract with the
associate professor in the announcement shortly on the Washington Redskins. He has
been named to the All Pro
health and physical education naJilllli of a football coach
department
"We are reorganizing our team 12 of the 13 years he has
In track, Wright's teams athletic
department
to been in professional football.
won two Southwestern Athle- strengthen it as we move into He played with the Houston
tic Conference titles, one NCAA Division I status:• Dr. Oilers from 1967 to 1973 then
NAIA Indoor national cham- Thomas said. "As athletic was traded to the Washington
pionship, two NAIA Indoor director, Dr. Moore will be Redskins in 1973.
He was named most
national crowns and three responsible for planning,
NAlA District 8 titles. His organization, development, valuable player in 1970 while
track team this year finished administration, superv1S1on, with the Houston Oilers and
second in the NAIA Indoor evaluation and all other later earned that same honor in
meet in Kansas City.
designated assignments for all 1976 with the Washington
atheltics at the university. We Redskins.
"In my role as special
look forward to a dynamic era
of growth in this area under assistant, I will help hire the
Dr. Moore:• Dr. Thomas staff, recruit and work in
reorganizing the football
added.
program at Prairie View up

Club
Pantherettes

Club Pantherettes most
important priority is self self image, self esteem, self
respect, self determination,
self identity, and most o f all
our selves.
Our selves is not a concept in
search of a theory. From the
very beginning of this club's
history we learn that we are not
relegated to a position inferior
to other sororities on Prairie
View A&M University campus.
Our self respect does not
permit us to see ourselves as
pawns, because you the
students of P. V.U. the control
of events in the world depend
upon us.
Our self determination can
and will make us become
effective leaders taking part in
political and social affairs.
We have no fears of failure
or expectancy for failture. Our
self esteem will not permit any
of that foolishness. Club
Pantherettes members never
lose control or their stability.
Therefore, I Lady Soft Touch
can say the essence of our club
and selves is feeling of one
another, understanding and
most of all unity among the
athletes.
Members are: Paula Waites,
Brenda Lewis, Lisa Crutch,
Dorothy Johnson, Diane
Williams, Elsie Scott, Janet
Harris, Dierdra Dickerson,
Debra Melrose
Lady Soft Touch, Lisa Crutch

ZJp
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until the time I have to leave
for training camp:• Houston
said.
"We hope to get the right
people in, both as coaches and
players, to tum the program
around at Prairie View:•
Houston added.
Cooper has been an assistant
at Prairie View since 1974.
Like Houston, Cooper is a
Prairie View graduate earning
a bachelors degree in physical
education in 1969 and a
masters degree from Florida
A&M in 1978.
Houston earned both a
bachelors and masters degree
from Prairie View, a bachelors
in 1967 and masters in 1976.
"It will be a pleasure for me
to work with Ken. I'll do my
best to help tum Prairie View
into a national contender.
We'll be doing almost the same
thing with the same goal in
mind, making Prairie View a
national contender again:•
Cooper said.

''Self''

NOTICE:

Immediate Appointments
•

SUNDAY, MARCH 16
BASEBALL - Paul Quinn at Prairie View Panther
Diamond, Prairie View, 1 p.m.
•
MONDAY-TUESDAY, MARCH 17-18
GOLF - Prairie View at Sam Houston Invitational
tournament, Huntsville, Texas
THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY, MARCH 20-21-22
BASEBALL Prairie View in Jackie Robinson
tournament, Waco, Texas, Times and Opponents to be
announced
FRIDAY-SATURDAY, MARCH 21-22
TRACK (men and women) - Prairie View in Texas
Southern Relays, Houston, Texas
GOLF - Prairie View in Stephen F. Austin tournament,
Nacogdoches, Texas

of your participation, Many,

Uruted St.ates or America

•

Upcoming Atltletic Events

Athletic Changes Announced

Chicken
and
Rolls

Top Ten Goodies

As a special sales representative for Lawrence
Marshall Chevy-Olds I can offer you and your friends
great d~ls on new or used cars and trucks.

ELEVEN
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Many yellow ribbons will wave
from Many trees in our
community . . . until all
hostages are returned safely
home.

WHY DATAPOINT CAN

OFH.R YOU MOREi

Datapoint pioneered the concept of dispersed
data processing and has maintained a
leadership position through innovation. Now we
are developing the Integrated Electronic Office
and need more talented people to carry on our
commitment to innovation.

Success Breeds Success .Ind Career
Opportunities!
Through the joining of data processing. word
processing, electronic message switching, and
information storage and retrieval the electronic
office will streamline America·s growing offices.
The result will be one of the new growth
markets of the Eighties - and Datapoint will be
in front.

S,000

A Company Ready For The future!
Our plans are carefully laid, our resources
sound and our momentum high. Datapoint is
ready for the future and you can put your career
on the fast track by seizing the opportunity to
go with a leader.
More Than Per50fYI Adwux.emend
Whether your degree is in ENGINEERING,
COMPUTER SCIENCE or BUSINESS a career
with Datapoint can offer you more than just
personal advancement. It offers you the unique
opportunity to participate with a team of proven
achievers in bringing new computer hardware
and software technologies to the world of
business.

lntcNlcwWlth Us Much 24, 19801

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

Total Number of Employees

We have grown quickly to be where we are
today - 5,CXXl employees in just eleven years and our future growth will demand the kind of
people that can take up the challenge of a
rapidly expanding organization like Datapoint.

For more information sign up for an interview
at your placement office. If you are unable to
1nterv1ew send your resume to Datapoint
Corporallon. 9725 Datapoint Dnve. Mail
Station P-02C. San Antonio. Texas. 78284.
We are an equal opportunity employer M 'F

D
DATAPOINT

